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Image from product BOX Stool & sidetable, designed by Jan Puylaert at BOUCHE Coffe /Bruxelles.
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Materials

ECOPIXEL is a recycled 
thermoplas-tic monopolymer 
material. (1) 3D moulded 
products (2) SHEET tiles of 
various size        thickness (3) In-
jected products.  ECOPIXEL 
comes in a range of multi color & 
pixelated effects (except for the 
injected version). Following 
availability of waste materials it 
offers different possibilities.
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Wide range of Colors

From the world of “COLOR WASTE” 
we create melanges eveyday how-
ever we depend on an unpredict-
able supply chain called “TRASH”

ECOPIXEL appears in different 
faces, even though available in 
unlimited combinations, is easily 
recognizable. Each product that is 
made of ECOPIXEL is unique 
because the pixels melt togeth-er 
randomly in the production process: 
By coincidence, the colors don’t mix. 
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Effects & Finishings

Research and tests allow us to 
offer different effects of 
different surface finishing 
procedures on the change in 
surface roughness and visual 
textures: TRASHPLAST, PERT, 
TAPS, REVERSE, BLACK IS THE 
NEW BLACK, among others.

WET / ecopixel JANUARY 2023
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ECOPIXEL is a manufacturing company that recycles mono-polymer plastic typol-

ogy, made from 100% shredded waste material. The material is usually made with 

industrial thermoplastic waste but more and more also with collected material from 

any other field including household-waste. 

Recycling a mono-polymer means the material can be melted and re-melted 

an infinite number of times resulting in a forever circular material and creating this 

way a true “cycle” in material-use. As long as a material stays “clean” (read mono-

polymer) it can be transformed at the exact temperature of the polymer involved 

and so, the material will never “burn” and deteriorate. Keeping polymers separate is 

thinking also about what happens after the recycled cycle.  

With ECOPIXEL, after you, someone else will be able to recycle what you have 

recy-cled, so never again new extraction of raw materials will be needed.

ECOPIXEL wants to promote the idea of NEVER mixing different plastic-waste-ma-
terials so to keep the plastics “clean” and ready for reuse also after each prod-uct-
lifecycle. Apart from producing products in ECOPIXEL for other companies, 
ECOPIXEL also exists as a design-label that promotes their own designs.    

PROFILE
ECOPIXEL is made up of professionals with 20 
years of experience in the plastic industry and 
more than 5 years of research and development 
in the recycled plastic field.

ECOPIXEL Developed 
by Claudio Milioto 
and Jan Puylaert
100% made in Italy 
production. © 2023

INFO
www.ecopixel.eu 
info@ecopixel.eu
(+39) 345-2107207

Images bellow:   
Jan Puylaert, ecopixel’s 
creative director / 
holding DELTA 50 planter     

Mariandrea Zambrano, 
ecopixel’s head of 
sustain-ability / SWAB 
Barcelona

Claudio Milioto, 
production manager / 
with Arch. Alessn-dro 
Mendini

ECOPIXEL has 
achieved the level of 
know-how & reliability 
needed to be accept-
ed by the New Plastic 
Global Commitment 
/ Ellen MacArthur 
Foundation.

RECYCLED & 
RECYCLABLE
ECOPIXEL COLLECTS, SEPARATES, CHIPS INTO PIECES AND 

RETRANSFORMS INTO PRODUCTS, WHAT OTHERS THROW AWAY. 

CIRCULARITY

ECOPIXEL is an italian 
manufacturing company 
that recycles thermoplastic 
waste-material in order to 
obtain a recycled (1) and 
recyclable (2) material 
creat-ing this way a true 
*cycle in material-use

A NEW RECYCLED 
MATERIAL THAT IS 
SUSTAINABLE    
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DELDELTTA 50A 50 
STOOL & TABLE

€ 120,50 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 € 176,00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

The iconic Ecopixel “DELTA” series 
shines a unique identity as its 
shape magically changes from 
every different side. Its artistic 
look will give your house a special 
touch. Please notice that the 
colors shown in the photos are 
NOT standard. The tonalities 
shown came from the pick-of-the-
day color concept where randomly 
available recycled material is used. 
DELTA 50 features 3 feet and can 
be used both indoors and outdoors 
ideally as a side-table or extra 
chair.

DIMENSIONS
49x34x39 cm 

MULTIPLE ORDERS
*singular packed 

BOX : 33 x 37 x 55h cm    |   4,0kg
-

24 pcs 

europallet 120 x 80 x 220h

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST 
see color categories and 

specifications

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE
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DELTA PLANT VASE DELTA PLANT VASE 

€ 120,50 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 € 176,00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

PLANT VASE
This “PLANT” vase hosts a 
D80x120mm watertight vase 
space on top that “flowers open” 
into a D160mm vase neck. Ideal 
for small plants or kitchen grass 
plants. Can be used both indoors 
and outdoors*. 

DIMENSIONS
49x34x39cm 

MULTIPLE ORDERS
*singular packed 

BOX : 33 x 37 x 55h cm    |   4,0kg
-

24 pcs 

europallet 120 x 80 x 220h

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST 
see color categories and 

specifications

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE



DELTA FLOWER VASEDELTA FLOWER VASE

WET / ecopixel
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€ 40,50 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 € 46,00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

FLOWER VASE
This flower vase was designed as 
an homage to the iconic DELTA 
vase by “Mart van Schijndel”. 
Its shape and size ideally host a 
small number of tulips but can be 
used for any type of flower. 
Watertight.

DIMENSIONS
20 x 17 x 23h cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS
*singular packed 

BOX: 24.5x18.5x21h    |    1,0kg
-

5 pcs 

carton box 38 x 33 x 55h                   

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST  
color categories and 

specifications

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE
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€ 136,50 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 € 200,00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

SWIVELSWIVEL
STOOL 
The ergonomic and “safe” seating 
size (D38cm) gives maximum 
comfort. Its ergonomic grip all 
around the chair gives an easy-to-
move function. Swivel has been 
specially designed for fitting rooms 
and can be customized in any color 
for each brand identity. Swivel also 
perfectly fits in a traditional table 
setting where the “missing” backrest 
gives an open space feeling.

DIMENSIONS
Diameter 38 x 50h cm 

MULTIPLE ORDERS
*singular packed 

BOX : 41 x 41 x 51h cm    |   5,0kg
-

24 pcs 

europallet 120 x 80 x 225h

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST 
see color categories and 

specifications

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE
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€ 136,00 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 € 204,00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

BAR STOOL & 

CONTAINER
From a stool to any container used 
while being the perfect stool at the 
same time. Its 60cm height allows 
using this stool at a BAR seating. 

DIMENSIONS
Diameter 30 x 60h cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS
*singular packed

BOX: 30x 30 x 60h     |    6,0kg

-

18 pcs
europallet 120x80 195h cm

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST
color categories and 

specifications

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE



HOME OF VIVID WU & ADEN WANG IN SAN FRANCISCO, USA

BOUCHE Coffe / Brussels
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€ 127,00 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 € 185,50 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

BBOXOX
STOOL & TABLE
The simple shape of rectangular 
geometry fits any interior. The BOX 
stool size was studied to offer the 
highest multiple packing amount per 
EU 120x80cm pallets, fitting 44 pcs 
per pallet. This way less transport 
cost is wasted.

DIMENSIONS
29 x29 x 49h cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS
*singular packed 

BOX: 29x29x49h     |      4,0kg
-

22 pcs 

europallet 120 x 80 x 120h

44 pcs 

europallet 120 x 80 x 220h

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST 
see color categories and 

specifications

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE



€  68,00 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 €  88.00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE

WET / ecopixel
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TTAPERAPER
STOOL & SIDE TABLE
Stackable

Once designed for a football stadium, 
TAPER is a stackable stool. Its height of 
40cm gives the ideal height for the extra 
stool in a lounge setting in both indoor 
and outdoor situations. 

10 TAPERS stack to 90cm height / 

20 TAPERS stack to 130cm height  

30 TAPERS stack to 180cm height 

40 TAPERS stack to 230cm height. 

TAPER is packed per 10 pcs.

DIMENTIONS
43X43X40h  cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS

*multiple packed 

*10pcs 48x48x90h

            33,0kg

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST
see color categories and specifications



COOLERCOOL

WINE COOLER
This wine/champagne 
cooler is 
featured a double wall 
construction so to keep 
your bottle 
cool without ice. 
Best “pre” cooled in a 
freezer to 

offer maximum effect.

DIMENSIONS
20 x 20 x 20h cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS

WET / ecopixel
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€  48,00 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 €  52.00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE

 |       1,0kg

*singular packed 20 

x 20 x 20cm  -

6 pcs
carton box 34 x 38 x 58h      

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST
see color categories and 

specifications



CEILING LAMP
EU wiring included 

Featuring 150cm EU wiring (E14) 
with EU ceiling fixture. This D26cm 
ceiling lamp directly illuminates 
downwards and “shade” illuminate 
up&side wards. The material 
thickness that we deliberately 
create for lighting purposes gives a 
magical grazing light ideal for 
common house spaces as for 
commercial places, restaurants and 
hotels. Available in both “open 
pixel as translucent colors. LED 
only.

DIMENSIONS
Diameter of 26 cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS
*singular packed

BOX 26x26x26 | 1,3Kg

20 pcs

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST
see color categories and 
specifications

Distributor NETprices 

€ 36,00

WANING MOON

WET / ecopixel JANUARY 2023
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BLUEMOONBLUEMOON
Lamp with connector & EU 
switch. 

This open-pixel sphere lamp 
magically shines out its light in all 
directions creating high-quality 
illumination while reflecting its 
color on all objects around. It can 
be put on any furniture or even on 
the floor. LED E14 lamp fitting. LED 
only.

DIMENSIONS
Diameter of 16 cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS
*singular packed 
BOX: 20 x 20 x 20cm       |       800g

20 pcs

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST

see color categories and 
specifications.

RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE

JANUARY 2022
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Consumer (ex VAT)

€ 69,00



TRAYTRAY

€ 46,00 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 €  54,00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER PRICE

JANUARY 2023
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ECO TRAY
Organizer / key holder

DIMENSIONS

 26X32X5h  cm 

MINIMUM ORDERS

  800g

*multiple packed 

*weight x pcs 

-

6 pcs

*multiple packed 

*only one color per box carton box 

35X30X30h    |  4,8 kg

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST
see color categories and 

specifications



€ 38,50 ecopixel STANDARD COLORS from page 30

 € 44,00 ecopixel ENCANTO COLORS from page 42

Consumer (ex VAT)  
RECOMMENDED CONSUMER 
PRICE

WET / ecopixel
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PET BOWLPET BOWL

DOG & CAT BOWL

Goku and Rocky are two bowls 
that come together in the same 
color. For water and/or food or 
any diet that your dog 
deserves. The bigger bowl 
features its second ring to avoid 
spilling around the bowl.

DIMENTIONS
Goku has a no-spill rim and a 
diameter of 37cm

Roky is 17cm in diameter 

both have an internal diame-
ter of 14cm and 4,5cm deep
Weight 0,7kg  

MINIMUM ORDERS

*multiple packed 

*weight x pcs 

The set of 2 

pcs 10 sets

*multiple packed 

*2 colors per box

ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST
see color categories and specifications



ECOPIXEL COLOR LIST
see color categories and 

specifications: 

Standard colors  from page 30 
Encanto colors    from page  42

Dimensions Thickness Weight
Colors prices

Standard/Encanto

240 x 120 cm 5/6 mm 16 kg  € 369,00 / 400,00

10/11 mm 29 kg  € 541,00/ 587,00

15/16 mm 46 kg  
€ 796,00/ 862,00

30/31 mm 88 kg  € 1186,00/ 1285,00

JANUARY 2023
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SHEETSSHEETS
ANY COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE FROM 

THE STANDARD & ENCANTO. 

Sheets are made on request at different 

thickness in 1 size : 120x240cm

WET/ecopixel

100% made in Italy production © 2023 

info@ecopixel.eu | +39 3452107207

Via Altipiano 11, Porto Valtravaglia, Lago 

Maggiore, ITALIA

-

www.ecopixel.eu
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CHAISE LONGUE 
-ALEX-

The collaboration between ECOPIXEL® (*sustainable 
plastic) and Atelier MENDINI has led to a remarkable 
plastic industry innovation where ‘pixelated colors 
and recycled plastics’ go hand in hand. Thanks to 
Alessandro Mendini’s visionary persistence, an im-
pressive 24x24mm ‘pixel’ has been developed us-
ing shredded plastic waste as a base material. His 
extraordinary design pushed the development of 
the pressurized ECOPIXEL® technique further ahead, 
mixing the intriguing mélange of 8 carefully selected 
colors randomly into the magnificent Mendini-mix, 
resulting in a unique appearance each time.

Alessandro Mendini / Atelier Mendini : ‘King of pix-
elated design’ has specially designed the Chaise 
Longue daybed ‘ALEX’ to commemorate the 
launch of ECOPIXEL®*. This iconic Memphis re-
vival aims to be “A pièce unique” for each owner. 
“ALEX, my Chaise Longue, looking at Impressionism”. 
“A chaise longue that, placed outdoors in the garden 
or by the pool, will blend with the colors of foliage 
and flowers in an impressionistic manner” Alessan-
dro Mendini

ECOPIXEL transforms polyethylene waste into a work 
of ‘Pointillism’. “The remarkable qualities of ECOPIX-
EL® has been an opportunity for powerful expression 
through texture and color, and has given rise to an 
exciting new multi-colored pixel based approach” 
Alessandro Mendini

Structural appearance : Powerful geometric forms 
are derived from a combination of polygonal plane 
surfaces with dynamic lineal edges. The ECOPIXEL®’s 
innovative ‘pressurized rotational production meth-
od’ enables a crisp, folded form with sharply defined 
origami lines, resulting in a contemporary appear-
ance that is radically different to traditional rounded 

surfaces that are a byproduct of other production 
techniques. 

Individually numbered : The ECOPIXEL® technique 
randomly combines colored pixels in the magnificent 
Mendini-mix, creating a distinctive result every time. 
Each Chaise Longue is individually numbered with a 
special marker plate and comes with a certificate and 
numbered copy of the original ©2017 drawing.

‘ALEX’ is 100% recyclable and made of up to 55% 
recycled materials. ECOPIXEL® aims to use materials 
that will continue to be part of the recycling loop. 
Withstanding temperatures from -10°C up to +50°C 
means ECOPIXEL® is suitable for both INDOOR and 
OUTDOOR environments.

ECOPIXEL & ATELIER MENDINI

WET / ecopixel
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ALEXALEX

CHAISE LONGUE 
DECKCHAIR
LIMITED EDITION
OF 21 PIECES

DIMENSIONS
175 X 84 X 80 cm   |           40kg 

UNDER REQUEST
Private negotiation

The chair is completed 
with a canvas of the sketch 
Maestro Mendini did on his 
creative process.

COLOR
PolyChrome 
MENDINI-MIX Maxi-pixel

JANUARY 2023
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E C O P I X E L 
STANDARD 

C OL O R S

ECO *** 
100% recycled / 100% recycable

POLYETHYLENE

TRANSLUISCENT

WATER PROOF * under request 

any color can be water-proof

34 35
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eco-010              WHITE eco-012      TERRAZZO

eco-051 BATMAN
BLACK IS THE NEW BLACK

eeco-052         Blue de Gascogne
BLACK IS THE NEW BLACK

ECO*** ECO***

ECO*** ECO***

eco-066 TERRA LIGHT

ECO***

eco-000 ALABASTER eco-001 PURE WHITE

eco-MENDINI               MAXIPIXEL

ECO*** ECO***

ECO***

36

Standard colors 2023 WET / ecopixel
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eco-013 eco-000k  BLACK REGENERATED

eeco-017 RO
BLACK IS THE NEW BLACK

eeco-031 GALAXY      
BLACK IS THE NEW BLACK

ECO*** ECO***

ECO*** ECO***

eco-040 eco-092

eco-018 eeco-082

ECO*** ECO***

ECO*** ECO***

Standard colors 2023

38 39
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ECO*** ECO***

ECO*** ECO***

eco-037 eco-094

eeco-021 eeco-084

eco-009 eco-093

eco-015 eeco-083

ECO*** ECO***

ECO*** ECO***

Standard colors 2023

40 41
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ECO*** ECO***

ECO*** ECO***

eco-038 eco-095

eeco-028 eeco-085

ECO*** ECO***

ECO*** ECO***

eco-016 W TAPS W eco-016 N TAPS N

eco-069 TRASH eeco-016K                 TAPS BLACK

Standard colors 2023

42

WET / ecopixel
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“encanto

“

ECO *** 
100% recycled / 100% recycable

POLYETHYLENE

WATER PROOF * under request 

any color can be water-proof

COLOR  PALETTE 2022
To meet the rest part of ENCANTO pallet link to:

HTTP://WWW.ECOPIXEL.EU/ECOPIXEL-2022-MATERIAL.PDF

eco-201e               MIDNIGHT BLUE eco-203e LILLA

ECO*** ECO***

eco-202e FOREST GREEN

ECO***

eco-204e KEY LIME

ECO***

WET / ecopixel
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Encanto colors 2023
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http://www.ecopixel.eu/ECOPIXEL-2022-material.pdf


eco-216e EMERALD

eco-217e SILVER TEAL

ECO***

ECO***

eco-247e     TWILIGHT LAVANDER

ECO***

eco-207e                 EAGLE GREEN

ECO***

eco-250e BRANDY

ECO***

eco-249e  REDWOOD       

ECO***

eco-243e             TYRIAN PURPLE

ECO***

eco-206e WINE

ECO***

WET / ecopixel
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Encanto colors 2023
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eco-220e MAY GREEN

ECO***

eco-213e SLATE BLUE

ECO***

eco-214e              MIDNIGHT NAVY

ECO***

eco-221e PISTACHIO

ECO***

eco-230e                BLUE YONDER

ECO***

eco-228e                   SILVER SAND

ECO***

eco-219e KIWI

ECO***

eco-210e LIBERTY               

ECO***

WET / ecopixel
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- Encanto colors 2023 -
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open skin
“open skin” is an effect of structure in the material that gives lightness to the object, 

this three-dimensional texture allows the colors to be intense and saturated. 

Nevertheless this surface texture allows the light to pass through, creating a play of 

casual light in the environments.

open-213e SLATE BLUE open-249e REDWOOD

ECO*** ECO***

open-250e                            BRANDY

ECO***

open-000K              BLACK

open-Yellow                YELLOW

ECO***

ECO***

open-214e              MIDNIGHT NAVY

ECO***

WET / ecopixel - OPEN SKIN 2023-

5150



eco-221e PISTACHIO

ECO***

open-228e                   SILVER SAND

ECO***

eco-220e MAY GREEN

ECO***

open-230e                 BLUE YONDER

ECO***

- OPEN SKIN 2023-
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WET/ecopixel
100% made in Italy production © 2021

info@ecopixel.eu | +39 3452107207
Via Altipiano 11, Porto Valtravaglia, Lago 
Maggiore, ITALIA
-
www.ecopixel.eu
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